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Introduction

In this contribution we show preliminary results of a study of jets in
coronal holes. We use Hinode/EIS to investigate the spectroscopic
signatures of the jets and SDO/AIA and HMI to derive additional
information on the plasma and magnetic field evolution.
EIS was scanning a low latitude coronal hole and tracking it for about
2 days as it rotated over the solar disk. The coronal jets are best
revealed through Doppler and line width maps of Fe XII 195.1 Å
(formed at 1.5 MK), and have sizes of 10-100 arcsec. Higher spatial
and time resolution is provided by SDO: coronal and chromospheric
images from AIA show the time evolution of the jet and line-of-sight
magnetograms show the evolution of the magnetic footpoints of the
jet.
We present examples of these extended jets and describe their prop-
erties as derived from the diagnostics we have available.

Context

Figure 1 shows a SDO/AIA full disk image in Fe XII 193 Å with the
field of view of EIS indicated by the white box, covering a southern
coronal hole on 2011-02-09, 08:00 UT. EIS scanned this coronal hole
repeatedly tracking it for about 2 days. Several coronal hole bright
points were covered by the EIS scan.

Hinode/EIS diagnostics

The HOP 177 campaign resulted in 43 EIS rasters of the coronal hole, obtained in 44.4 hours. The rasters showed 23 large,
distinctive blueshifted features in the Fe XII λ195.12 line. No similar features with redshifts could be identified. The occurrence
rate is at least as large as that of X-ray jets (Savcheva et al. 2007), however the EIS jets generally have no or very weak intensity
signal and thus they represent a different class of event.
Figure 2 shows intensity, line-of-sight (LOS) velocity and non-thermal line width maps derived from fitting a single Gaussian to
the Fe XII λ195.12 Å emission line for a single raster of the HOP 177 sequence. The raster began at 22:46 UT on February 8
and took 62 mins to complete.
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Figure 2: Raster maps derived from Fe XII λ195.12. The left panel shows the logarithm of the integrated line intensity;
the middle panel shows the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity, scaled between −25 and +25 km s−1; and the right panel shows
the non-thermal line broadening, scaled between 20 and 60 mÅ.

In the bottom half of the LOS velocity image two very distinctive blue-shifted features are seen. The one on the left side of the
raster is situated directly above a small bright point and is highly collimated. Although a weak intensity signal corresponding
to the jet is seen in the Fe XII λ195.12 intensity image, surprisingly no such feature can be found in AIA 193 Å images. The
second event has a more complex structure in the LOS velocity map and is associated with a large bright point within the coronal
hole. The two features also show up in the non-thermal broadening map as locations of enhanced line broadening. This hints at
the true nature of the blue-shifted features: the jets occur as weak features against the background corona and so the λ195.12
profiles are a composite of the two components. By fitting two Gaussians to the line profiles, LOS velocities of 50–200 km s−1

are typically derived for the jets.
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Figure 3: Intensity and velocity maps derived from Fe XII λ195.12 by assuming a two Gaussian fit. The left two panels
show the maps for the dominant “rest” component of the line. The velocity map is scaled between −25 and +25 km s−1.
The right two panels show the maps for the weaker, blue-shifted “jet” component of the line. The velocity map is scaled
between −200 and +200 km s−1, black represents pixels for which a two Gaussian fit was not possible.

One particularly striking velocity feature is found in the raster beginning at 09:05 UT on February 9, and Figure 3 shows
intensity and velocity images derived from Fe XII λ195.12. A two Gaussian fit was applied to the emission line with one Gaussian
representing the “rest” component of the line, and the second representing the blue-shifted jet component. The jet component
has a broad, columnar shape and exhibits LOS velocities that increase with height, exceeding 200 km s−1 at the top of the
column. For this event there is clear intensity signal in the AIA 193 Å channel, whereby material is ejected following a mini
eruption from the upper-left bright point seen in the left-most panel of Figure 3.

Jet evolution as seen with SDO/AIA and HMI

Figure 4 below shows 3 snapshots of the coronal hole bright point from the
2 hours time series of AIA Fe XII 193 Å images (top row), HMI line-of-sight
magnetograms (saturated at 100 Mx cm−1, central row) and magnetogram
contours overploted over the 193 Å images. The signature of an outflow
can be seen in the middle image of the AIA sequence.

Figure 4: SDO/AIA images and HMI magnetograms of the jet in
Figure 3.

Figure 5 shows the flowfield de-
rived from local correlation track-
ing of the HMI white light im-
ages averaged over a period of 2
hours. An HMI magnetogram is
used as a background image to
show where the bright point mag-
netic footpoints are located. The
image displays a converging flow
which we consider to be the driver
that forces the field together result-
ing in reconnection followed by flux
cancellation.

RESULTS:

• Jets are seen best in the Doppler map of the EIS 195 Å line, they are
barely visible in the SDO/AIA 193 Å channel.

•The jets have a spatial extent of between 10 and 100 arcsec. They show
Doppler velocities (outflows) in the range of 30-40 km s−1 derived from
a single Gaussian fit of the EIS line profile. Fitting a double Gaussian
gives up to 200 km s−1.

•One jet was studied in more detail with SDO/AIA and HMI. Photo-
spheric footpoints show complex magnetic field structure at the spatial
resolution of SDO/HMI (several patches of positive and negative polar-
ity).

• Flux cancellation is present around the time of the jet including a con-
verging horizontal photospheric flow which is driving the event.


